
3008 Clar it y
Surgical  Table



Simplify full body imaging and patient positioning

The 3008 Clarity brings Skytron quality and versatility to an imaging surgical table.  
With a radiolucent 83” carbon fiber table top and floating top functionality, the 3008 
offers precise and infinite control of the top’s movement.   The Clarity’s wide range of 
motion and radiolucency make it a versatile and adaptive table for a variety of specialties 
and case types.

Imaging Access
The 3008 Clarity is equipped with an 83” carbon fiber top capable of sliding in any direction.  Fully 
radiolucent, the carbon fiber construction allows clinicians to use the lowest doses for imaging and still 
maintain excellent image clarity.  The 3008 boasts an impressive 65” unobstructed imaging window.

Floating Top
The float function is engaged with a single button, allowing the user to reposition the top in any 
direction with ease even with a 500lb patient load.

Hand Control
A specially designed, comfort grip hand control is all that is needed to articulate the 3008 Clarity 
floating top.  The float function is engaged with a single button, allowing the user to push or pull the top 
in any direction with ease.
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20°  t rend and tilt
Providing 20° of trend and tilt, the 3008 Clarity takes the 
work out of imaging setup. Radiolucent table top creates a 
minimum 65” of imaging length with added length possible 
with optional extensions. Tilt and trend support a 300 
pound capacity through the entire range of motion.

Single-touch pendant and free f loat controls   

• permits smooth multi-directional top slide

• operation from any point around the table’s perimeter

500 pound weight capacity includes lift and top slide

Differentiating Features
• Radiolucent top for low dose images with      
   excellent clarity

• Fluoroscopy made easy with lateral and   
   longitudinal movement of floating top

• One button float top control

• 83” Carbon-fiber top for full body imaging

• 65” of unobstructed imaging length

• One touch return to level 

• 500 lb lift and top slide capacity
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About Skytron: Skytron is a healthcare efficiency company 

specializing in capital equipment that drives performance 

in today’s healthcare facilities. Our solutions enhance the 

utilization of people, facilities and capital because they are 

designed with the user in mind and have a low, long-term cost 

of ownership.  We offer full-room solutions in Clinical, Infection 

Prevention and Clinical Business Intelligence products.  

To learn more, visit our website at www.skytron.com

5085 Corporate Exchange Blvd. SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49512
1.800.SKYTRON (759-8766)
email: info@skytron.com 
www.skytron.com


